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Abstract.  Implementing the district autonomy in both provinces 
and regencies has significant implication to education system. As 
agent of change, human resources should be developed. To accelerate 
the development, Distric  Based Education (DBE) can be 
implemented. In one hand, DBE as a break-trough has many 
prospect for increasing districts human resources, but in other hand 
it is a challenge because it needs miscellaneous factors to implement 
it successfully. 
 
 The presence of the Government Regulation No. 22/1999 on the 
Districts Regulation and The Government Regulation No 25/1999 on the 
Financial Equivalency between The Central Government and the Districts 
Government has brought a great deal implication to the future district 
development. Each district should be changed development paradigm 
from central orientation toward district orientation. The distincts wealth 
that more of those should be given to central district before, in the next 
times wiil be happened in the contrary, oniy a little part will be given to 
the Central Government. 
  
 Apparently, the presence of both regulations, in one hand, give 
districts community a great expectation but in other hand might be it will 
results some worries. (Subandriyo & Hidayanto, 2000: 1). Just like the 
worrying of Tilaar (2000), this new era just for throwing the ulcerous of 
the Government Central to districs. We realized that the presence of the 
Government‘s New Policy that usually has a serious effect to community 
daily life, in same time it would be also arise some controversies. Partly of 
them support it, and others refuse it. Implementation of the both 
regulations is unable to be postponed anymore, so the more important 
thing is to make the districts become in ready condition to accept these 
with some nurture consequences. 
   
 No better way for conditioning the districts in accepting a huge 
burden unless they prepare first the sturdy human resources. Education 
institutions empowering is considered as the most effective strategy on 
preparing the sturdy human resources in order to develop districts they 
belong to. 
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EDUCATION INSTITUTES PROSPECT  
 
  Tilaar (200:103) mentioned, there were four main players for 
district community empowering, namely: (1) local community, (2) 
university in the district, (3) government institution in the district, and (4 
education institutes. These four main players expected to be able 
collaborate to produce human resources that have awareness to their 
district development. 
   
 Assuming that school as both a central of excellences and a central 
agent of changes made them held a huge burden. A huge burden has also 
been in university shoulders because it is a highest part of education 
institute levels. 
These education institutes in connection with its functions, have 
responsiblities to prepare the sturdy human resources that in the future 
able to develop their district. Therefore, these institutions should have 
accommodated some problems they met especially kinds of knowledge 
and skills that they needed for distrct development. Higher awareness of 
education nstitutes to prepare seriously on producing sturdy human 
resources have invited the Districts Governments sympathies. The District 
Governments start to give priorities to education institutions in their 
program development. However, the relation between education 
institutes and human resources developing just Iike a coin of money as 
declared by Tilaar (2000: 55), that the nature of process of education is 
human resources empowering and in once the process shows the result, it 
will be seen the quality of education institutes. 
  
 Base on the daily discourses, theoretically education institutes in 
the district have good prospect. Availability of qualified human resources 
as subjects for districts development is a condition sine qua non, that it has 
become a common awareness. Relationship between qualified human 
resources and development process is easy to explained theoretically. The 
problem is, have education institutes prepared their self to obtained 
qualified human resources with both competitive and comparative 
excellences? Therefore, to meet the district requirements, the education 
institutes need to restructuring, re-culturing, and refiguring their-self. 
These are used to determine factors of institute‘s excellences. Ability on 
translating and implementing of these factors creatively and harmonically 
is a guarantee for education institutes sustainability in the districts. 
  
 Educational institutes should do restructuring. Restructuring 
particulariy related with the management and curriculum. T‘he structure 
of the school management that initially used the top—down approach, 
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recently must ready to change it to bottom-up approach with it 
consequences. The top-down approach that initially used had posited 
school as subordinate that depending on bureaucratic decisions. 
  
 This condition has made schools lost their autonomous, lost their 
motivation as well as lost their initiative to progress. That‘s why, we need 
another approach, namely bottom-up approach that it currentiy 
popularizing by Directorate General of Basic Education (2000) as School 
Based Quality Improvement Management (SBQIM). The spirit of SBQIM is 
similar with this of on management model arranged by Mantja (2000: 93), 
that is a model to reduce the bureaucracy involving one considered 
disturb the process of increasing toward education quality as well as 
schools autonomous. With the restructuring in management, schools 
expected to have more autonomous to produce their policies as well as on 
financial management, more able to utilize school potential optimally and 
will have a wider opportunity for human resources empowering (Wijandi 
and Hidayanto, 2000). 
  
 Restructuring of curriculum also needed to produces learning 
materials that it has relevance with the necessity of district development. 
As emphasizing by Longstreet and Shane (1993: 63), there are four kinds 
of curriculum referring on their purposes. These are: (1) the society 
oriented curriculum, (2) the child centered-oriented curriculum (3) the 
knowledge centered curriculum, and (4) the eclectic curriculum. For the 
curriculum that is oriented to the society. The structure of learning 
material is emphasizing to the society needed. The curriculum that placed 
the students as a central the organizing of the learning material based on 
the things that needed by students. The curriculum that concentrates on 
sciences the structure of learning material consists of several field of 
education as a core of study. And for the eclectic curriculum, the structure 
of learning material is the result of selection of both principle and various 
doctrines. 
  
 The four kinds of the curriculum that mentioned above, the 
society-oriented curriculum is likely the most appropriate to deal with any 
recent educational institutes challenges. Community demand as a based 
on curriculum development is in line with the concept of ‗Community 
Based Education‘ Tilaar, 2000: 13). that it is a really form of educational 
decentralization implementation. It gives implication on arranging and 
determining the curriculum one its targeted is on empowering and 
utilizing resources both human and natural resources in every district. 
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 Although the educational curriculum structure is more 
emphasizing on community demands, but it does not mean that the others 
three of curriculum types are neglected. In one hand, as a matter of 
studying, the types of curriculum could alienate one of others, but in other 
hand, in implementation level, these could not really be alienated on 
others. One of others is complement with its certain composition and 
proportion, since the meaning of curriculum according Miller and Seller 
(1985:3) is a set of intentional and unintentional objective that he designed 
to facilitate learning process and to increase meaningful experiences. 
Hence the curriculum designer at districts level should be able to develop 
it as well as implement it wisely. In the classroom level, teacher also 
should implement it wisely,since according to The Curriculum 1994, 
teachers are considered have more autonomous, in other word, they have 
wider authorities as classroom curriculum designer. Also, with their 
professional beliefs teacher jointly with district curriculum designer need 
not doubt anymore to create and to innovate on producing teaching-
learning materials based on the resources available in their surrounding. 
In the next once, the district teachers and curriculum designers will 
become key persons to determine educational relevance to community 
needs. 
  
 Re-culturing or re-cultivation has a meaning the need of renewal 
in process of cultivation that is targeted for the development of 
personality, autonomy, and capability to work together with others. The 
autonomy and capability to work together is a part of the principals that 
provided basis to the Learning Community 21St Century that underlined 
by UNESCO at Annual Conference in Melbourne (Diptoadi, 1999: 165). 
Ironically, for decades ago the education in Indonesia was engineered as a 
state political instrument that apparently not placed schools autonomy as 
an important factor to obtain their independency. At those time no space 
for different opinions. This reality is a tremendous detriment for the 
national future. The declining of Indonesia today is because of the last 
government‘s policy that relies the fate of nation on someone‘ s power 
than mass opinion (Banjarmasin Post, December 5, 2000). Through a new 
paradigm in education, the society is tried to be encouraged toward 
civilized society, because it is realized that the aim of education is not 
merely to build human being become minded, but also civiiized for 
nowadays and for the future. One of the civilize characteristic is on their 
capability to cooperate with others. Ability to cooperation becomes an 
important factor in the recent global era (Diptoadi 2000). In the era, as a 
nation we are at alone but we are on dependence with the others. Hence, 
the cultivation process of Indonesian society is conducted in the context of 
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global society in order to avoidalienating of the world communities 
intercourse. 
  
 Refiguring means re-establishment. Education needs to be 
reformed to as a relative new system. The refiguring is an important factor 
because the old system considered failed on conducting education. 
Directorate General of Elementary and Secondary Education (2000:1) 
identified any factors that inferred caused inefficiently on educational 
implementation, namely: (1) the wrong approaoh (2) the wrong 
implementation, and (3) the lack of community participation. 
  
 Formerly, the implementation of educational policy was based on 
the productive function approach, but it was implemented inconsstently. 
According to this approach, the function of educational institute was a 
central of production which if it was provided with all inputs, 
automatically it wills produces the output expected. This approach 
neglects process aspect; meanwhile the process is  the most important 
aspect on producing qualified educational output. The nextt mistake was 
on educational implementation that posited school as a subordinate that 
depend on bureaucracy decisions power. The position made schools lost 
their independency, lost their motivation as well as lost their creativity 
whereas independency, motivation, and creativity are factors to trigger 
school development. The third mistake was related to the least of school 
proactive efforts on community empowering. Although there was any 
community supporting, ingeneral was limited on input supporting, 
whereas the process was the most crucial factor to obtained educational 
quality. 
  
 Existing conditions mentioned above has caused school not called 
as a central of excellence anymore. Nevertheless, if educational institutes 
committed to reform both system and its curriculum or has both 
sensitivity and accommodative to districts needs, it is not impossible that 
educational institutes in once win have ability to reach again their 
predicate as a center of excellence in human resources empowering. 
Seeing the developing trends in the district to date and considering the 
possibility on providing schools with support factors, not doubt anymore 
that the district educational institutes will have very prospective.  
 
DISTRICT BASED EDUCATION DEVELOPERS  
 
  Our dreaming of District Based Education (DBE) will be comes true 
if it involved many parties called a team. A team should do planning, 
developing, actuating, monitoring and evaluating. Team members consist 
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of universities elements, governments elements, the governments office 
respectively, schools elements as well as local community representatives. 
All parties should be conduct their tasks based on both sense of 
responsibility and professionally. In general, universities have the plenty 
of theories and the research founding of districts potential. Moreover 
universities have both capability and autonomy (Tilaar, 2000: 108). What 
universities belong to should be used to support DBE development since 
vision formulation up to its implementation. Prior arranging both vision 
and mission of education, they must be aware of what Miller and Seller 
said (185: 330) that student who being educated recent now they will deal 
with any challenges on twenty first century, hence it is necessary to 
identified the future crucial issues and its implication toward education. 
 
ln order to conduct the development DBE safely, the district 
government must be given any inputs of long-term policies based on the 
result of SWOT (strength, weakness, opportunity, threat) analysis. These 
inputs are needed to support developers respectively on conducting 
macro planning as well as to avoid the appearing both misunderstanding 
and overlapping on policies issued during DBE implementing. 
Nevertheless, key persons on DBE implementation should be aware to any 
products of decisions issued by district government since as Fullan (1982) 
warned, every so often decisions issued by the owner of power in these 
district colliding to both values and ideas which are rising dynamically. 
Meanwhile, in on one side, ability of District Government to accommodate 
both the dynamical thinking and community changing is a spirit of DBE. 
 
School as a place where DBE being implemented is expected to give 
recommendations based on practices perspective; these are the 
probabilities of appearing any phenomenon during implementation 
phases. But prior school gives input to other parties, teachers in that 
school must have had awareness of the importance of a changing since 
teachers are internal resources for school development (Miller and Seller, 
1985: 233). If they did not, other parties might be not belief anymore to 
every school efforts on implementing new ideas including  
DBE. 
 
Teachers‘ Training Institute (TTI) is a part of universities but in 
both development process and in implementation of DBE, it could be an 
independent sub-institutes, since its main mission is to produce excellent 
teachers who able to manage and develop educational institutes in local, 
regional, as well as national areas. In line with it competencies, TTI has 
task to arrange operational formulations of DBE, whether one related with 
general-guidelines or detail- guidelines. For not missing the relevancies 
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with DBE objectives, in arranging these guidelines we need refer to Tilaar 
mentioned (2000:13) that kinds and layers of education from kindergarten 
up to universities must be directed toward development and exploration 
efforts to both districts‘ human resources and the districts‘ natural 
resources. Its purposes are to keep DBE accountabilities both vertically 
and horizontally. 
  
  Different from universities and TTI which more develop their task 
based on scientific approach, District Office of National Educational is 
more ernphasizing with practice matters, these are to coordinate and to 
formulate of overall process, development, implementation, monitoring as 
well as evaluating of DBE. District Office of National Education should 
have responsibility to monitor the implementation of DBE; hence he 
should have had an understanding clearly of monitoring task. According 
to Miller and Seller (1985:292), monitoring task is to collect any 
information related to implementation and use it for facilitating and 
supporting teacher tasks. 
 
In accordance with idea of Community School Based, community 
being involved in DBE in order to give any inputs needed by community 
respectively, such as types of competencies which are required to explore 
natural resources.  A Community as a part of stakeholders is given an 
opportunity to involved in DBE planning since in line with an idea of 
School Based Quality Improvement Management, that education quality is 
determined by stakeholders satisfactory (Ditjen Dikdasmen, 2000). 
Moreover, the quality of process and product of DBE should be account to 
community as a form of horizontal accountability. Whatever form and job 
description of each party, the one most important is coordinating and 
cross accountabilities among parties. 
 
Provincial Government and Provincial Office of National Education 
after coordinating with District Government and Dstrict Office of National 
Education are responsible to Central Government as a vertical 
accountability form. In the implementation phase, school must be 
responsible to District Government and District Office of National 
Education as a horizontal accountability form. Moreover, during 
implementation process, school and community are expected to make 
consultation continually with district universities if any and ask for 
directing; hence DBE ideas will be on the right track. So do TTI, 
universities Provincial Government, Provincial Office of Nation Education 
should be in coordinating each other‘s in order to obtained the same 
understanding of community needs one shall accommodate and could be 
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breakdown in form of both education implementation and teaching-
learning process.  
 
 
DISTRICT BASED CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT  
 
Longstreet and Shane (1993:359) showed up two factors that must 
to do before develop the curriculum. These are (1) to build education 
philosophy and (2) to enlarge the insight about the future. Therefore, 
curriculum developer specialist in the districts should be come from 
specialist group and have educational philosophy background. Ideally, 
they should have had a clear vision of education and knowledge 
comprehensively of values related to personal development to meet the 
future. These groups should work in a harmonic condition with the expert 
groups, such as sociologist, psychologist, anthropologist, economist, 
ecologist, as well as educational practitioners. 
 
Philosophy of education should be formulated before curriculum 
planning because by definition the standard curriculum is developed 
based on the logic analysis to see some possibilities about what we 
expected from education. We also need to find out the basic premises 
about human characteristic, society children and the characteristics of 
science, the standard of better life, essence of learning and the best way to 
get knowledge. Moreove,r the curriculum developer firstly should have 
the concept of the future in relation with the nature and social 
phenomenon occurring. New agenda need to be arranged and new issues 
must be explored. According to Naisbit (1982), there are three important 
issues we will meet in the future, namely: globalize versus regionalism, 
decentralization versus centralization, and human technology versus an 
autonomous technology. The question of what will be trends in the future 
that can be seen at recent and questions about the results of estimating the 
future that have values to the educational planning must be answer by 
clearer concept, principle as well as a clearer in theory. 
 
The clear of educational philosophy and the wider future concept 
will also help in formulating the curriculum rightly in line with the district 
needs both in the recent and future. It will also assist the curriculum 
developer tasks, since prior it being arranged there are four fundamental 
questions (Tyler, 1950) that must be noticed. These are: What will the 
education attain? What learning-experiences that will be given to students 
in order to know that these purposes have been reached? The first 
question is about the educational purposes. How to attain educaticnal 
purposes. How to know that these purposes have been reached The first 
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question is about the educational purposes. The second question relates 
with the structure of lesson contents. The third question is about the 
method and the fourth question is about evaluating system. All of them 
are the basic principals in curriculum and the teaching learning process. 
 
In order to keep curriculum developing on the right track, groups 
who understand both the nature and the essence of curriculum holistically 
must conduct it. The curriculum developer works in counter-part system 
with the expert groups that they have relevance with provincial or district 
development programs. The expert group function is to facilitate 
curriculum developer in structuring the contents of curriculum so it will 
applicable for daily life. If it is possible, futurists could be required to 
participate in the curriculum development, they are expected to give any 
crucial inputs needed to meet the future and its implication on DBE. 
 
Framework could be formulated based on directing curriculum 
developer group, because the main problem to prepare the future human 
being basically is also belong to the curriculum, as it showed by Tyler 
(1950), that teaching-learning process should give the student with any 
experiences that useful for the future. Trough the framework, we will 
understand comprehensively the tasks-mechanism and group expertise 
involved. In the framework, as partly said above, consist of decision 
makers, curriculum specialist, subject-matters-specialist field‘s specialists, 
and teachers. The decision makers are grouped in a Steering Committee 
one consist of government officials both as representatives of ProvinciaI 
Government and that of Districts, also representatives of District Office of 
National Education. All of them should have responsibility to convey the 
main ideas of the development policies especially the policy of human 
resource development at each districts, whereas the curriculum developer 
is a tasks force that more emphasize in curiculum engineering intensively. 
 
Generally, the task force will take role as a part that the most 
responsible on curriculum developing. The task force directs on 
operational decisions making to determine organization schema for 
development efforts, to manage the members assignments, as well as to 
scrutinize each group progress. Moreover the curriculum developer 
should prepared a guideline one needed for formulating aim, goals, an 
objectives of educational process; for selecting course-content; for selecting 
teaching-learning method, for selecting teaching aids, as well as for 
selecting evaluation methods. 
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The Government Regulation No. 22/1999 on the Provincial/District 
Government and The Government Regulation No. 25/1999 on the 
Financial Equivalency between the Central Government and the District 
Government have resulted extensive implication on the provincial/district 
educational practices Provincial/districts education institutes should 
prepare their organization and any factors respectively to meet any 
opportunities and challenges on developing  human resources. The first 
challenge is the District Based Education (DBE) with its complicated 
matters DBE. Implementation successfufly is very determined by any 
party‘s solidity one able to work professionally. In one side, DBE is very 
prospective for the better future but in the other side, it is the districts 
heavy challenge. The District Government ability both to accommodate 
and to arrange DBE concepts is an indicator where we are dreaming to 
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